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DESIGN TRENDS
JENNY BROWN

H

‘They asked me
to make it fun’
So Brett Mickan used a flamingo lamp and chenille
upholstery in his transformation of a Manly flat.

T

his home design business can
be so counter-intuitive
sometimes: You employ a top
interior designer and he takes it
as his task ‘‘never to make a scheme
look expected or planned. I don’t
want it to look as if it’s been store
bought, as a set’’.
So says Brett Mickan of Brett
Mickan Interior Design, and so
clearly does his philosophy show in a
new and formerly white-walled,
white-tiled, ‘‘nondescript’’ Manly
apartment that he made over as a
holiday place for a family with five
children under seven.
‘‘They asked me to make it fun.’’
Having worked for the clients
previously, Mickan knew they liked
his style that mingles vintage with
lavish pattern, colour, distinctive
splashes of wit and practical scaling.
In the Manly Beach pad, for which
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he is a nominee in the Dulux Colour
Awards, Mickan certainly did colour,
based ‘‘on blue ocean shades’’, fatstriped hallway walls, a vinyl
upholstered banquette and table
arrangement that can seat 10,
graphic cushions, a plaid rug, midcentury pieces and a couple of visual
jokes in the form of a vintage
flamingo lamp, and a cane seat and
stool upholstered in new age
chenille.
His guiding idea in this project,
reflecting his background in
theatrical design, was ‘‘to give the
place a story’’.
Mickan wanted layers of effects,
some of which ‘‘could look as if they
came from grandpa’s house’’ (the
plaid rug, the Bentwood chairs),
because in vintage family beach
houses, generations of furniture
cast-offs can congregate.

Lavish: The bold colour scheme was influenced by Mickan’s decade in Florida. Photo: Thomas Dalhoff
The colours, founded on a ‘‘quite
dark blue named Sea Legs’’, have
been combined with blushes of pink,
tangerine and tan. At sharp edges
where some blue walls and white
ceilings meet, the contrast occurs
along knife-edge transitions.
He terms the chosen palette
‘‘beach deco’’, which reflects the
influence of having worked in Miami
for 10 years.

‘‘Those two backgrounds, theatre
and Florida, taught me the power of
story and the power of colour and
lighting to really transform a space.
And this transformation needed to
be bold.’’
For that, he gets a special tick for
the striped hallway that is doing
something beyond being
entertaining.
‘‘[This was a long corridor] that
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RENTAL RANT

R

TENANTS SHOULD STEP
UP OR MOVE OUT

The rules
for renos
H

ere at Flat Chat we reckon
The Block TV show has
caused more misery in older
apartment buildings than all
the bucks’ parties, barking dogs and
noisy bonkers combined.
Inspired by a half-cocked idea to
turn a perfectly good apartment into
a TV fantasy, all over Australia hobby
renovators are drilling, sawing and
hammering their neighbours into
home-handyman hell.
Old apartment blocks, especially,
are ripe for a reno or two. Bigger
bathrooms, open-plan kitchens,
annexing the common property loft
. . . nothing is off limits.
If your building is more than, say,
10 years old, pretty soon someone
with a passion for power tools is
going to turn your and your
neighbours’ lives into the worst kind
of reality show.
There is no place for hobby home
improvers in apartment blocks. If
you want to do up your flat, take
time off work or get professionals in.

This particular rant is inspired by a
correspondent on the Flat Chat
Forum whose owners’ corporation
was persuaded to pass a by-law
allowing building work all day
Saturdays and up till 1pm on
Sundays.
Needless to say the hobby
handymen and women are now
hard at it all weekend, every
weekend.
And don’t get me started on what
they might be doing to common
property walls, plumbing and
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leads into the living space and the
question was, ‘How do you visually
take people through the hall and
connect them straight away to the
sense of the place?’
‘‘It was also a shallow, 2.5-metrehigh hallway, and the big stripes add
height because they take your eye up
and up and up. The stripes again say
‘deco’. But it’s a real bit of staging,
too.’’

electrical wiring.
The trouble with hobby
renovators is that they want to turn
into Bob the Builder, when you just
want to turn in.
So if you don’t have this already,
and you live in an older building, you
need to get yourself a by-law that
says the following (at least):
■ No building works before 8am or
after 5pm.
■ No building work at weekends at
all.
■ All building, plumbing and

electrical work must be done by a
qualified tradesman.
■ The executive committee must
be informed in advance of any
proposed work.
■ Appropriate by-laws for changes
to common property must be in
place.
■ Agreement with the building
manager or EC must be reached for
access to lifts and disposal of rubble
etc.
And if that deters DIY do-ups, my
work is done.

Email your questions to contact@flat-chat.com.au or

T @myflatchat

When is security in an apartment
block excessive? How about
having to produce ID when you
enter your building and your
visitors are interrogated at the front
door?
What about a 2am curfew with a
threat of fines for any
‘‘unauthorised’’ overnight visitors?
And access keys that are routinely
cancelled for minor infringements
of by-laws, with a hefty $150 to
$250 ‘‘fine’’ to have them turned
back on.
Obviously, these rules have a
very dubious legal standing and
tenants in this particular building
have been beating a path to the
legal advice centre.
However, it is likely that the
restrictive rules have been brought
in to deal with overcrowding and
short-term rentals (if not worse).
If you don’t like them, you could
always move out. Besides, isn’t it
time renters stopped whining and
stepped up to make a difference in
their communities?
As many as 85 per cent of the
residents in some apartment
blocks are tenants. Far too many
are all about their ‘‘rights’’ with no
thought for their responsibilities.
What if bona fide renters worked
WITH building managers to help
clear out the scumbags?
Then nobody would have to
tolerate over-the-top security
which imposes ridiculous
restrictions on ordinary tenants.
There’s a lot more on this on the
Flat Chat Forum.

